Let I be a set of infinite cardinality α. For every cardinality β ≤ α the Johnson graphs J β and J β are the graphs whose vertices are subsets X ⊂ I satisfying |X| = β, |I \ X | = α and
Introduction
The Johnson graph J(n, k) is the graph whose vertices are k-element subsets of {1, . . . , n} and two vertices are adjacent (connected by an edge) if their intersection is a (k − 1)-element subset. The graphs J(n, k) and J(n, n − k) are isomorphic: the mapping transferring every k-element subset of {1, . . . , n} to the complement is an isomorphism between these graphs (in the case when n = 2k, this is an automorphism of J(n, k)). It is not difficult to prove, see [3, Sections 9.1] , that every automorphism of J(n, k) is induced by a permutation on {1, . . . , n} or n = 2k and it is the composition of the complement automorphism and the automorphism induced by a permutation on {1, . . . , n}.
The Johnson graph J(n, k) is a thin prototype of the Grassmann graph Γ k (V ) formed by k-dimensional subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space, see [3, Sections 9.3] and [5, Chapter 3] . Isometric embeddings of Johnson graphs in Grassmann graphs are classified in [6] .
The classical Chow's theorem [4] states that every automorphism of Γ k (V ), 1 < k < n − 1, is induced by a semilinear automorphism of V or a semilinear isomorphism of V to V * ; the second possibility can be realized only in the case when n = 2k. If k = 1, n − 1 then any two distinct vertices of Γ k (V ) are adjacent and every bijective transformation of the vertex set is an automorphism of Γ k (V ).
The Grassmann graphs associated to infinite-dimensional vector spaces are investigated in [1, 2] and [5, Section 3.8]. Automorphisms of such graphs are not determined. The idea used to prove Chow's theorem cannot be applied (one of the reasons being there is no dual principle for infinite-dimensional vector spaces) and the automorphism problem looks difficult.
In the present note, we consider a weak version of this problem. We investigate automorphisms of infinite Johnson graphs which are thin prototypes of Grassmann graphs associated to infinite-dimensional vector spaces.
Note that one of the infinite Johnson graphs is closely related to the calculus of fermions [7] , see Section 5.
Main result
Let us fix a set I of infinite cardinality α. Denote by S I the group of all permutations on I and consider the action of this group on the set of all proper subsets of I. The orbits of this action are of the following two types:
• 
The graphs J α and J α are coincident. The equality
shows that the complement mapping c : J β → J β transferring every X to I \ X is an isomorphism of J β to J β . In the case when β = α, this is an automorphism of J α .
Let J be one of the graphs J β or J β . This graph is connected only in the case when β is finite. If β is infinite then the connected component containing a vertex X consists of all vertices Y satisfying
Any two connected components of J are isomorphic (for any vertices X and Y there is a permutation transferring X to Y and the associated automorphism of J sends the connected component containing X to the connected component containing Y ). Two distinct vertices of J are said to be incident if one of them is contained in the other (this is possible only in the case when β is infinite). It is clear that incident vertices belong to distinct connected components and there is an infinite set consisting of mutually incident vertices. This means that J contains infinitely many connected components if β is infinite. We say that an automorphism of J is regular if this automorphism is induced by a permutation on I or J = J α and it is the composition of the complement automorphism and the automorphism induced by a permutation on I. If β is infinite then there exist non-regular automorphisms of J.
Example 1.
Suppose that β is infinite. Let A and B be distinct vertices of J belonging to the same connected component C. We take any permutation s ∈ S I sending A to B. This permutation preserves C and we define Remark 1. This is a simple modification of the example constructed in [1] for the Grassmann graphs of infinite-dimensional vector spaces; see also [5, Example 3.14].
Our main result is the following. 
f is induced by s. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 only in the case when J = J β .
Maximal cliques
In this section, we investigate maximal cliques of J β with β ≥ 2. Proof. Let X 1 , X 2 , X 3 be mutually adjacent vertices of J β . We define
Then one of the following possibilities is realized:
• |X i \ X | = 1 and |Y \ X i | = 2 for every i, • |X i \ X | = 2 and |Y \ X i | = 1 for every i.
An easy verification shows that every vertex of J β adjacent to X 1 , X 2 , X 3 belongs to the star S(X ) in the first case or to the top T (Y ) in the second case. This means that every clique of J β is contained in a star or in a top.
Fact 3. The following assertions are fulfilled: (1) The intersection of two distinct stars S(X ) and S(Y ) is empty or contains precisely one vertex; the second possibility is realized only in the case when X and Y are adjacent. The same holds for the intersection of two distinct tops. (2) The intersection of a star S(X ) and a top T (Y ) is empty or consists of precisely two vertices; the second possibility is realized
only in the case when X ⊂ Y and |Y \ X | = 2.
Automorphisms of J β preserve the class of maximal cliques (stars and tops). Fact 2 implies that every automorphism of J β transfers stars to stars and tops to tops if β < α.
Lemma 1. Let f be an automorphism of J α . For every connected component C of J α one of the following possibilities is realized:
• f | C transfers stars to stars and tops to tops,
• f | C transfers stars to tops and tops to stars. Proof. Suppose that S(X ) is contained in C and f (S(X)) is a star. Let Y be a vertex adjacent to X . We take any vertex Z such that
By Fact 3, we have
star, Fact 3 guarantees that f (T (Z)) is a top. The latter means that f (S(Y )) is a star (by Fact 3). Thus f (S(Y ))
is a star for every vertex Y adjacent to X . A 0 ∩ A 1 ) ) is a star. Then, by the same arguments, f (S (A 1 ∩ A 2 ) ) is a star.
Now consider an arbitrary star S(
Step by step, we get that f (S(Y )) is a star.
So, f transfers stars to stars. For every top
Fact 3 implies that f (T (Z)) is a top. Therefore, f sends tops to tops.
In the case when f transfers all stars to tops, the same arguments show that tops go to stars.
Proof of Theorem 1
By Remark 2, it sufficient to prove Theorem 1 only for the Johnson graph J β . Let f be an automorphism of J β .
The case when β = 1 is trivial. Suppose that β is finite and not less than 2. Since f sends stars to stars and tops to tops, it induces a bijective transformation of J β−1 . Using Fact 3, we show that this is an automorphism of J β−1 .
Step by step, we come to a permutation on I. This permutation induces f . The first part of Theorem 1 is proved. Now suppose that β is infinite and C is a connected component of J β .
Proposition 2.
If f | C sends stars to stars and tops to tops then f | C is induced by a permutation on I, i.e. there exists s ∈ S I such that f (X) = s(X ) for every X ∈ C. Proposition 2 will be proved in two steps-Lemmas 2 and 3. In each of these lemmas, we suppose that f | C transfers stars to stars and tops to tops. For every vertex X we denote by X ∼ the set consisting of X and all vertices adjacent to X .
Lemma 2.
If X ∈ C then f | X ∼ is induced by a permutation s X ∈ S I .
Proof. We can suppose that f (X) = X (otherwise, we consider the automorphism tf , where t ∈ S I transfers f (X) to X ). 
We have
The equalities • f | C transfers stars to stars and tops to tops, then Proposition 2 implies that f | C is induced by a permutation on I;
• f | C transfers stars to tops and tops to stars. In the second case, cf | C sends stars to stars and tops to tops (by Fact 1); hence it is induced by s ∈ S I and f (X) = I \ s(X ) for every X ∈ C.
Final remark
Suppose that I = N and X is a vertex of the Johnson graph J ℵ 0 . Denote by F X the set of all vertices Y such that |X \ Y | and |Y \ X | are both finite (in the case when |X \ Y | = |Y \ X |, the vertices X , Y belong to the same connected component). There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between vertices of F X and Maya diagrams [7, Section 4.3] such that the adjacency relation can be interpreted in terms of the basic operators on Maya diagrams (the creation and annihilation operators).
